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Desegregation Politics in Virginia
By Robbins Gates

Mr. Gates, a member of the Government Department, has drawn on his personal experience
and study to present to us a picture of this problem.

Orthodox Virginians have a way of rationalizing their views on race. Mississippi-type
racism goes against their stomachs, but they
are no less committed than orthodox Mississippians to the separation of Negro from
white in social, political, and economic relations. This is illustrated by the reaction of
Virginians-orthodox and otherwise-to the
Supreme Court's decision in the Public School
Segregation Cases.
The real and immediate issue is whether or
not white and Negro children will attend the
same public schools at the same time. In the
course of debate, however, Virginia's white
population "refined" the issue. Die-hard segregationists found a more acceptable symbol than
"segregation" in that of "states' rights."
Rather than be classified as integrationists the
majority of those white persons willing to comply with the Court's decision gathered under a
standard that read "save our public schools. "
Only through compliance, they argued, could
the state's public schools continue to operate
as such. Although many were allied with the
NAACP on the real issue they made a concession to practical politics in substituting for "integration" the symbol of "public schools."
With the process of symbol-substitution completed, white persons on either side of the
real issue could rationalize their views in terms
that played down the painful matter of race
relations.
For all practical purposes Negro leaders
were left out of this game. They were not
without benefit of clergy-as will be shown
later-but their only meaningful access was to

federal courts. Their subordinate status denied
them equal access to political institutions of
state government in which a solution to the
problems of desegregation was being sought.
Arrival at a rational solution was complicated further by geographical diversity, state
politics, and the relation of one to the other.
Negro population percentages in southern
states tend to coincide with geographical areas.
In Virginia the heaviest concentration of Negroes is found in those counties nearest the
coast and below the fall line of the rivers.
This includes the Southside-counties south of
Richmond and the James River-and another
span of counties between the James and the
Potomac. This is the state's "black belt"-the
31 Virginia counties with 40 percent or more
Negro population. Between this area and the
hill counties lies the Piedmont where, by
county, Negro population percentage ranges
from 10 to 39 percent. In all but one of the
hill counties to the west less than 10 percent
of the population is Negro. Two sub-areas
defy classification under any such neat tripartite
scheme. One surrounds the coastal city of
Norfolk; another comprises the metropolitan
suburbs of Washington-Arlington and Alexandria. Negroes are relatively numerous in the
first and relatively scarce in the second, but in
neither place do they seem to be the determinative factor. What sets Norfolk, Arlington, and
Alexandria apart from other areas in Virginia
is the fact that an influx of non-southerners to
these sub-areas has brought with it a degree of
cosmopolitanism and a consequent dilution of
sectional attitudes.
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Virginia politics revolves around the state's
senior senator and partisan patriarch-Harry
F. Byrd. He is unquestioned leader of "the
organization," or dominant faction of the State
Democratic Party. For approximately twentyfive years it has been the organization against
the field with only temporary, and relatively
minor, victories going to the latter. Weakly
arrayed against the organization are dissenting
Democrats (the "anti-organization" ) and a
handful of Republican regulars. To this enumeration must be added the "Young Turks."
An amorphous group, their function is that of
moderating somewhat the leadership of the
organization without being able to capture it.
Recent scholarly probing in the subjectnotably V. 0. Key's Southern Politics and
Alexander Heard's A Two-Party South?documents the thesis that one-party politics derives its greatest support from rural black belts
within each southern state. If opposing factions or parties were to compete on more or
less equal terms in these black belts, a politically active Negro population could constitute a
balance of power. Only by advance agreement
on one party or faction can a black belt's white
population effective! y eliminate this possibility.
This may serve as a capsule explanation of the
one-party phenomenon, although it is far too
cryptic to account for the many subtleties and
variations which abound in the former Confederate States of America. It is no mere coincidence, however, that the Byrd organization
receives uniform and overwhelming support in
Virginia's Southside. Elsewhere the organization must contend with Democratic dissenters
and, on occasion, compete with Republicans.
For its continued support the Southside expects,
and generally receives, its political reward .
Virginia's search for a solution, following
the Supreme Court's decision of May 17, 1954,
may be divided roughly into three phases. First
there was the slow formulation of the so-called
Gray Plan and a referendum in which its
tuition grants feature received public approval.
As originally presented, the Gray Plan proposed
a student assignment procedure in addition to
tuition grants . The phase following the referendum saw the assignment feature of the original plan systematically scuttled. In the third
phase, Governor Thomas B. Stanley's proposal
for withholding state funds from integrated
schools was adopted by a special session of
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Virginia's legislature--the General Assembly.
The Gray Plan emanated from a thirty-two
member, all-white, legislative commission appointed by Governor Stanley in August of
1954. Composed of thirteen state senators and
nineteen delegates, the commission included at
least two members from each of the state's
ten congressional districts. The largest representation went to districts with the greatest
Negro population. Inclusion of two Republicans-one senator and one delegate--made the
commission bi-partisan. A state senator from
the Southside, Garland Gray, was elected
chairman. Governor Stanley received the commission's report on November 11 , 1955.
Neither enforced segregation nor enforced
integration were advocated by the commission.
What was suggested, in a two-point plan, fell
somewhere in between the unconstitutional and
the unwanted. Regarding the assignment of
pupils it suggested that local school boards be
given broad discretion in this matter, and that
they employ as bases for pupil assignment
"such factors as availability of facilities, health,
aptitude of the child, and the availability of
transportation. " To this was added: "Assignments would be based upon the welfare of the
particular child as well as the welfare and best
interests of all other pupils attending a particular school." In certain instances appeal of
assignment might be had through local school
boards, circuit or corporation courts, and the
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. In
order that no child be forced to attend an integrated school the commission recommended
an additional feature. Any child assigned to an
integrated school could apply for and, it is
assumed, receive a tuition grant from public
funds to be used in attending a private nonsectarian school.
The assignment feature of the plan could be
authorized simply by legislative enactment; the
tuition grants feature required a constitutional
amendment. Such an amendment was approved
on March 6, 1956, by a state constitutional convention. Although bills outlining assignment
procedure were introduced in the legislature,
none were ever enacted.
In its original form the Gray Plan was plainly a compromise. Localities under pressure to
integrate, and willing to integrate on a small
scale, could accomplish this under the assignment feature. Wherever public sentiment was
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strongly opposed to any integration, assignment
might be tried in such a way as to maintain
total segregation. If this failed, there would
be the "escape clause" provided by tuition
grants. Southsiders looked to tuition grants
for their salvation. In other areas it was felt
that an assignment plan might be all that was
needed. The referendum of January 9, 1956,
was held to determine whether or not a convention would be called for the purpose of
legalizing tuition grants by constitutional
amendment.
A torrid, thirty-six day campaign preceded
the referendum. Pro-amendment forces, led by
major and minor stalwarts of the Byrd organization, argued that the two features were inseparable and that both were needed if Virginia were to avoid enforced integration. They
reiterated their belief in the principles of local
·self-government and stressed the fact that the
Gray Plan left communities free to choose the
degree of integration they would put into
effect. Emphasis on states' rights was held in
abeyance for use at a later date. The opposition was a heterogeneous assortment. There
were Young Turks from the Norfolk, Alexandria and Arlington areas, a few Republican
leaders and anti-organization Democrats, labor
leaders, many (but not all) of the state's leading clergymen, and the NAACP. Practising
politicians of the opposition, as well as labor
leaders, pointed out that federal courts would
probably rule as unconstitutional the tuition
grants scheme and, if not, its use would weaken
and perhaps destroy the public school system.
Only an assignment plan was needed, not a
constitutional amendment. To these arguments
some clergymen and the NAACP added their
assertions that racial segregation was morally
wrong and totally undemocratic and that the
tuition grants stratagem was an effort to circumvent the Court and the Constitution.
Church opposition greatly worried the proamendment leaders but it proved incapable of
turning the tide. Two-thirds of those voting
on January 9 favored amending the Constitution of Virginia. Where they voted in any
number Negroes were opposed to amendment.
Only in one congressional district did the pro~tmendment forces fail to gain a majority. This
was the district in which Arlington and Alex1ndria are located.
On November 21 , 1955 , a somewhat smaller

but overlapping campaign had been launched
by James Jackson Kilpatrick. As editor of The
Richmond News Leader, Kilpatrick urged upon
his readers the doctrine of interposition. He
contended that the Supreme Court had
"violated the Constitution by encroaching upon
the amendatory powers of the States." Each
state was said to have the right to judge for
itself any infraction of the compact (the Constitution) and to interpose its sovereign powers
between the federal government and the objects
of its encroachment. First offered as a supplement to the Gray Plan-as an additional but
not substitute course of action-the doctrine
of interposition later became a justification for
abaadoning the assignment feature of the
original plan.
Among the greater number of those who
had supported the pro-amendment side in the
referendum, this neo-Calhounian interpretation
of federalism took firm root. It was now
reasoned that the enactment of an assignment
plan would be contradictory. An assignment
plan based on factors other than race would,
in fact, recognize as good law an "unconstitutional" decision by the Supreme Court. The
maintenance of states' rights became a sacred
duty. It suddenly became lawful, rather than
unlawful, to defy the Court. Ideals of local
seE-government were supplanted by a glorification of the sovereign Commonwealth of Virginia. Incidentally this also meant that there
need be no integration anywhere in Virginia.
The color line could be held without rupture.
If public schools closed, tuition grants would
provide for educating the young. A resolution
of interposition was passed by the General
Assembly. As original supporters of the whole
Gray Plan deserted the assignment feature in
droves, those who had fought tuition grants
tried to hold the others to their original position. Two state senators who had opposed the
amendment-a Young Turk and a Republican
-introduced an assignment plan bill only to
have it killed in committee. Having talked
themselves free from obligation to the Constitution of the United States, Virginia's defenders or segregation basked in their new-found
security.
Interposition is nothing to take into federal
courts, however. During the summer of 1956
federal district judges heard cases brought by
Negro plaintiffs against school boards in
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Charlottesville and Arlington County. In each
instance a decree was entered ordering the respective school boards to make some start
toward integration in the fall. A special session
of the General Assembly was called and convened in late August.
Before the Assembly met several significant
moves were made. Governor Stanley proposed
that the legislature give the executive office the
power to withhold state funds from any public
schools that integrated. Declaring this to be
consistent with a southern program of "massive
resistance," Senator Byrd endorsed Stanley's
proposal. The Gray commission met and voted
to repudiate its former position on assignment.
With the Southside in the lead Virginia's proponents of total segregation called for support
of the "Stanley Plan."
The new, rationalized, states' rights approach
to total segregation proved unbeatable. In an
opening day address to the special session
Stanley said that Virginia could maintain an
efficient system of public schools only if those
schools adhered to racial segregation. If any
schools were closed through withdrawal of
state funds it would be because one race sought
to force its way into the schools of the other
race. In September, by a fairly close vote, the
Assembly enacted into law the provisions asked
for by Governor Stanley.
By Virginia standards the original Gray Plan
must be considered a liberal proposal. And it
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probably would have withstood the scrutiny of
federal courts. It is not difficult to point out
the differences between that plan and Governor
Stanley's. Where the Gray Plan provided
neither for enforced segregation nor enforced
integration, the Stanley Plan seeks to enforce
segregation by racial intimidation. In a state
displaying as much diversity as Virginia does,
the Gray Plan paid obeisance to the principles
of local self-government. The Stanley Plan
seeks to impose on all sections of the state the
racial attitudes of the Southside. Tragically the
law enacted at the special session is very probably completely constitutional.
Desegregation politics in Virginia is a story
that illustrates the extreme difficulties encountered in effecting social change in a oneparty state. It is all the more difficult when
that social change affects the most deeply-held
traditional attitudes. It is impossible to say
whether or not the organization, all or some
part of it, ever intended to go through with
the assignment feature. If it did not, it is
guilty of a breach of faith that should not go
unrecorded. What is just as likely is that the
organization became a captive of its most devoted constituents. Whether an organization
man approved of the Stanley Plan or not, he
felt unable to vote against it without risking
political suicide.
The story is not complete, however. And it
will not be for some time.

We have never seen Michael Rewa and we don't know anything about him except that
he contributes to the REVIEW and he has talent.

POEM
Michael Rewa
White-green waves against the sea walls crash,
And blue wind curls about her hair.
Touched with pink and gray-black clouds
Move swiftly toward the sun.
In the tan-fine sand her footprints fade.
While standing together in the purple cold
We watch the sea gulls soar, tossed here and
there.
No one is near to hear our hearts
But the wind, and the sea, and the clouds.
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Will The Sun Not Rise?
Talbot I. Spivak

III

I

Will the sun not rise tomorrow in a far far
distant land,
Will it not awake the people from slumber's
heavy hand,
Will it not dry up the dew drops, will it not
bring forth the flower,
Will it not upon the desert sand scorch and
singe and scour?
A little child is crying so very far away,
Sun, rise for me.-

What reason have you brother,
Wherefore comes all your sense,
Are you the one who tells me,
Are you the one who's read,What inside have you, brother,
How come you know so much,
From Lou who's beat is Tenth to Broad,
From him the inside touch?
Or from reason ?

IV
II
In the cold dark city can the sun not rise,
can it not awake the dead,
Is all the brick, the steel, the sweat
depart e'er further gain,
Can you to me with straight sent eye proclaim
eternal night,
Cast into endless worldless loss ten million little
sights?
Can you?

The sun will rise tomorrow,
To scorch and singe and scour,
Ten thousand years in past it has,
Again then eyes will cower,No, they'll not try to .understand,
They'll not try to know,It has, it is, it will-indeed
That's all there is to show.
What more to lift us from abyss,
From dark unfathomed cloud,
Why, little boy, why strain, why tug, why
grasp,
Why want to see behind the hidden shroud.
Talbot I. Spivak, '59

Talbot Spivak is among the new contributors

to

the REVIEW.

In this short story, Steve Kravette once again makes us envy his versatility.

STORY
By Stephen Kravette
Henry Biddle, approaching a fork in the
road, hesitated (as if in a state of acute indecision) and then chose the more rustic (looking) path to the left which was barely wide
enough for a man to walk through. He did
not recall this particular turn off from the
path and, even though he had wandered this
way many times before, he believed that he
had not even noticed it until now. A sudden
growth of trees all but hid the sun that was
newly appearing (in some parts of the sky) ,
and their dense branches shed heavy droplets
(of water) at the slightest breeze.
Henry often went wandering after a storm.
He would take the Ford from its suburban
garage and drive to a less citified spot
where the pavement suddenly turned to dirt.
There he left the car and would walk through
the freshly dampened fields and woods, savoring the countryside. (After a while or so) ,
when he drove back to his fashionable home
where his somewhat less fashionable wife and
daughter would chide him for staying out so
long and keeping dinner waiting. Dinner was
important to them for they were both quite
fat and seemed to enjoy eating only a bit more
than they enjoyed bothering Henry. His walk
after the rain was the only luxury that they
permitted him.
At other times, they sat with him and ate
candies, or tried to induce him into their favorite game--three handed checkers, an innovation, or took him shopping with them
(and the like) . When Henry had still been
working they had not been quite as bothersome
for he had been away a good part of the time,
but now that his shop had become sizeable
enough to allow income for a comfortable retirement, they seemed to plague him throughout the day and generally most of the night.
He often watched the window and hoped
that it might rain, for they dared not infringe
upon his right to go for a walk after it. This
tradition had deep roots. Henry's mother

(born, lived and died in Midtown Manhattan)
had always rhapsodised about the country after
a rain as she looked out over the sprawling
buildings, (to the extent that) it had become
a matter of compulsion to walk in it whenever
the opportunity afforded itself, if only out of
respect to her. But there was more to it than
that, for after a few walks Henry Biddle grew
to love the fragrance of the air, and the curious
sensation of life reborn that was so easily observable after a rain in the country. So he
wandered down the path, showered by rain1aden branches.
He walked softly, on the soles of his shoes,
so as not to disturb any birds and animals that
he could watch, if he caught them unaware,
and his thin, slight body seemed almost caricaturesque, except for the earnestness of his
pose, when he came upon a leprechaun sleeping on a large mushroom. Its hands were
clasped across its stomach and its legs were
crossed over a small black pot of gold.
It was a rather chubby, ordinary looking
leprechaun about eighteen inches tall, but
Henry was quite amazed. He leaned over and
gripped the handle of the small black pot and
peered inside. "Oh my goodness!," he exclaimed.
"Ah ha!", shouted the leprechaun, waking
with a start, and then as he saw that Henry
was holding handle of the pot, "Oh damn! It
must be rainbows again. Do you mind taking
your hands off my gold!"
"Why, what are you?"
"Never mind what I am . Let go of my
gold!" Th~ leprechaun was visibly flustered,
and had not thought to give Henry a chance
to recover enough to release the handle.
"Could you be a gremlin or a goblin?",
asked Henry, becoming composed enough to
loosen his grip just a bit.
"I am not a gremlin or a goblin or anything
like that," screeched the leprechaun. "Let go
of my gold. "
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Henry, quite used to being yelled at, let go
of the pot. It disappeared. "But what are ... "
Henry was interrupted by his own surprise.
The leprechaun had also disappeared. "Oh!
Don't go away like that," he cried, "You see
that I didn't want your gold. Come back or I
shall never find out what you were. "
The leprechaun, whose heart had been softened by his aloneness for so many years in a
country that was alien to him, reappeared.
"Don't carry on that way now, or I will go
away again," he said softly. In answer to
Henry's still puzzled look, he said with a ring
of proudness in his voice, "I am a leprechaun,
so you see that there is really nothing very
strange about me after all."
"Oh," said Henry suspecting that there
might be something more to it than this. "Do
you have a name, my name is Henry Biddle."
The leprechaun did have a name. It was
Herman but he had always felt that it was
quite below his dignity and so replied, "Yes.
Xavier. You know ... after Xavier the Third."
Henry did not know, but he nodded wisely
as if he might have some recollection of the
personage somewhere in the back of his mind .
"And what do you do all day?", he asked.
"I sit and guard my treasure. But sometime
I have time to make this!", the leprechaun replied and he leaned back, nearly toppling off
the mushroom as he produced a rather aged
jug. Henry, he had decided, was a rather foolish mortal and a good deal more gullible than
most, but he might prove to be a successful
drinking partner if he could be loosened up a
bit more. "I discovered the recipe in Tennessee," he explained.
"Why, I haven't tasted anything like this
since prohibition!" Henry said, gagging a little.
The leprechaun took this as a compliment
and offered the jug once again. Henry had not
had very much to drink for some time-ever
since his wife had read that liquor was bad for
one's health, as a matter of fact, so he accepted
with relish as some songs from the Twenties
revived themselves and whirled around inside
his head. He suppressed them momentarily
and thought that he might save them for later
in the afternoon, but they drowned as the jug
passed back and forth.
The leprechaun rediscovered the pleasure of
conversational drinking, and before long he
found himself telling Henry most of his story.

He and others qf his kind had originated in
Ireland. They lived there for many centuries
but had been scattered and driven away by the
rationalists and agnostics. All the leprechauns
had gone to different places. He had come to
America where he wandered until he had
found this spot. By-passed by civilization, ignored by exurbanites it had thrived and so he
settled with his pot of gold, his old world
magic and new world still. He was content,
but lonely he concluded, a trace of sadness
in his voice.
Henry cleared his throat and began an account of his life. His childhood, his shop, his
wife and-"Good Lord! MY WIFE! I've got
to get back. I'm ... I'm terribly sorry to drink
and run but it's after dark and they'll just be
furious."
He left, and walked as quickly as he couldconsidering the emptiness of the jug-up the
path towards the car. "Come back sometime,"
the leprechaun called after him, "Do come
back."

*

*

*

It hadn't seemed quite real to Henry. His
wife's scolding and all that had, but a leprechaun-was that it-named Xavier? He went
back though. He drove to the same spot after
the next rain, walked down the same road and
taken the cut-off to the left, just as before.
The leprechaun was there and he was there
the next time too, and the time after that, always waiting with a freshly filled jug, looking
forward to a conversation just as Henry looked
forward to meeting a friend. He seldom had
friends and thoroughly enjoyed Xavier's company and his jug.
Each time he stayed a little longer and returned to a harsher scolding, but somehow
that didn't matter as much now. Then one day
Henry didn't come home at all.
They found the car parked by a country road
and they sent details of men searching through
the countryside. After a band of them had
passed, the leprechaun quieted Henry who had
been hiccuping softly from under a mushroom.
Then they climbed onto the larger mushroom again and sat cross-legged facing one
another. There were two smaller black pots
of gold at their feet. Henry passed the deck
of playing cards to the leprechaun. "Your
deal, " he said.

Coming late for Christmas, our sole Freshman contributor for the second time in a row,
William Dougherty, presents another poem exhibiting melodic beauty, abundant vocabulary,
and careful design. Try reading it out loud.

Three Bells
I

There was a time of shepherds' hills,
Of staffs and virgin sky,
When men would sing the night winds' song
And every star descry.
There was a space when shepherds' faith
Was constant as a gem;
And sprinkled tinklings in the fieldThe bells of Bethlehem.

II
Then loomed an age of cockleshells;*
Of spires piercing high,
When hirsute hymns contended with
The deads' demanding cry.
There came a pause of towers tall,
When death with lifted hem,
Would tiptoe up and grinning tollThe bells of Bethlehem.

III
Now burn the days of cautious prayer,
When Comfort sleeps with Fear;
When swiftness swallows every hour,
And mercy every year.
Content and sure we pride to say:
"Of crystal have we made them ",
The soundless blue and brittle bells,
The bells of Bethlehem.
-William F. Dougherty

* sown on clothes of pilgrims;
also insignia of Coquillards

The Form of Faith
C.

J.

Long

C. J. Long once again appears in our pages, this time
with a lumpistic poem which, from one point of view,

looks like angel wi ngs.
his poetry.

We are getting used to printing

How many are there?
Many, very many.
Is he out there yet?
No, not yet.
Perhaps I can still . ...
No, he wouldn't want that.
He must do it.
Such a good boy . . . . Such a fine boy.
Let me see, please let me see.
He's not there yet.
I'll tell you when he appears.
I think I can stand now.
I feel much better.
What's that shouting for .
He is there, isn't he?
It's nothing, merely nothing.
Please let me see ... I'm fine.
Look, it's him, my boy .. .. my·son.
See how pale he looks.
It's the sunlight that rrakes him look that way.
They've tortured him . . . I know they've done
something to him.
No ... No, be calm be still
He's a fine boy. Many people love him.
I believe He will take care of him ...
He wouldn 't leave him alone.
I'm sure that's so.
Who's that they want?
Who's he?
A murderer.
I don't understand.
I wish we were nearer to the dais.
We can't afford it.
They're taking my son down.
Let's not stay here. The sun has set, and we
must go.
It's too cold for you.
I must stay . . . I can't leave him.
How he believes.
He's His Gloved Hand . ... Why discard it.
He knows best . . . He knows.
I wonder ....
You must not.
They chose a murderer.
How could He let them do that.
They will be judged.
But come away. It's too cold here.
No ... Tell me why has it ended like this? Why?
It has not ended.
Come away.
Wait! I heard him speak.
His Father? Forsaken him?
It's nothing.
Merely nothing.
-C. J. Long

Homage to Saint Anthony
F. T. A. Solmssen

Homage to St. Anthony
When Homer sang his great-winged song
And Pindar rolled his passionate drum
And mighty shepherds watched their deepfleeced flocks
In rich-gleebed Ilion, the world rejoiced.

But the milk of wine and Sophistry
Whitewashed the ancient oak-seamed songs
And worry-wrinkled H ebrew patriarchs
Foretold Hell for transgressors of the law.

In the desert-cracked sun of Egypt
The first monk blind, with stubborn gaze
And sweating ignorance, took up the tiny,
Dust-blown path to bleary-eyed salvation.

In lantern-jawed humility
St. Anthony in skin-rough cloth,
Contriving the end of crucifixion, bore,
Toiling up the sky-held path, his virtue.

When Chaucer piped his merry tune
And Shakespeare struck his wide-arched lyre,
And great-eyed ploughmen turned the heavy
sod,
At smiling rest, St. Anthony rejoiced.

F. T. Solmssen is a husband, a father, and a member of the board.
fraternity, the name of which we cannot offhand recall.

He also belongs to

Stephen Kravette
Steve Kravette is a married junior who writes music, short stories, and poems.
regular contributor.

He is a

Whartle*
"What can we do with the whartle ?" ,
My sister asked one day,
"It constantly devours my friends
When they come here to play,
And now when I walk through the town
They quickly run away!"
Wisely, mother answered in
Words enigmatically few.
"Just do unto the whartle
As it would do to you,
For when one has a whartle
There's nothing else to do. "
The whartle is a griffi.ed hunk
With gnarled and tuffi.ed beak;
That's come to live in our back yard.
Its eyes are whiffed and bleak.
Now sister was a clever girl.
She sat and thought a bit
And then she said, "I have a plan
That's certainly bound to fit
If whartle will do unto us
As we do unto it! "
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She strode out to the back yard ;
Her eyes were fiery blue.
She stood before the whartle,
Who mulched a ronk or two.
She said, "Oh griffi.ed whartle,
I don't believe in you!"
The whartle is a filmy breeze,
A hazy smoken spray
Of cloud, that lives with us no more
Since sister went away.

* The

"h" in whartle, of course, is not pronounced. Whartle is pronounced as if it were
spelt "wartle". The reason for this, as far
as I know, is simply that the whartle prefers
it this way.

The Fall
The people waited for its fall
And quaking shadows on the wall
in bluish light, looked up.
That night was dark. It somehow seemed
As if all that the world had dreamed
Till now had been in vain.
And underground they clung as though
Some being strange had said-"You know,
The ultimate has come,
And through this dimmed and blackened
night
There will arise such wondrous light
That all might cease to be! "
The people watched, and saw it fall.
Then, only shadows on the wall
Their quaking stilled, were left.

LITTLE GOLD FISH
C. Frederic Boynton

Little gold fish pressing against the side,
Would you escape or overcome the wall?
It's only glass that keeps you from your goal.
You are in deep,
Changed your style of breathing;
For drinking purer air creates a wall,
While depth instills the desire to return and
share:
0 glittering hope :
Take not long to solve your own despairyou have a larger pool in which to flit your
fins.
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The
Smile

Thomas Berwick

at
Death
With the sun came the news. There was to
be a bull fight. It had been raining-a hopeful gentle rain not completely drowning the
possibility of a bull fight that afternoon.
Cafes, restaurants, and bars were tossed into
confusion as people gathered in anxious anticipation of a clear afternoon. There was a great
deal of speculation, and the tension heightened.
Momentarily tempers snapped in frustration
at the possibility of there being no bull fight.
I was part of this taut atmosphere nestled in
a small sidewalk cafe. My anticipations were
the more piqued in eagerness as I had never
witnessed a bull fight.
A bull fight to the Spanish people is as necessary as food or shelter. It nourishes emotion
and releases something within their temperament which revitalizes them. This is a mysterious transformation as is the strange, unique
ritual of the bull fight.
The gray dampness shaded into warm brilliance. The rain had ceased and dry patches
along the streets became apparent. With this
change came a new temperament. The peo-

ple, instead of questioning the possibility of
the figh~, were now considering the capabilities
of the matadors. There were to be eight bulls
and four matadors today. These four men
were to select two bulls apiece in the struggle
of man against beast. With this turn towards
discussion of capabilities, people poured into
the streets on their way to the arena.
Savoring my last sip of wine I too joined
the throng and became swept along by its
force. People surged in a quickened pace towards the arena. Shops, cafes, and newsstands
closed. Today there was to be a bull fight.
In this unfamiliar city there was no need
to inquire the location of the arena-you were
directed helplessly in the surging of the peo
ple. There was only one destination this afternoon-the bull fight. Blindly wandering
through the maze of streets, I approached a
brick oval cluttered with billboards advertising
cizano, beer, perfume, and cigarets. It was an
immense structure. There was a temporary
halting at the nearby cafes to fill wine skins,
flasks , and bottles with "vino de pais" drawn
from age-worn barrels with wooden spigots.
I too made this necessary halt and passed into
the arena.
The arena bounded an oval of dirt-hoofpacked, dry, and dusty. A thick circular wooden
barrier bordered the edge separating spectator and bull. A series of concentric concrete
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tiers rose upward completing the symmetry.
The arena filled quickly. I took my seat.
The tension of the crowd which surged upon
the mass migration to the arena was now at a
feverish pitch-a pervading roar. Suddenly
this unity of human expression was climaxed
by a flourishing of trumpets accompanying the
entrance of the matadors. Each paraded by
himself in slendor grace. There was a rip·
pie of perfection in his movement-a delicate
ripple exhibiting years of keen and eager
training in the use of the body requiring subtle
quick movements in rapid harmony in conquering the bull. A contrast of rhythmic beauty
evading bulky lunges of a beast whose horns
are to be drawn within inches of the matador
in executing his passes. Radiant beauty shown
as glistening satin in the matador's dress:
satin gold with a tufted pattern of gold knots
along the arms, across the chest and shoulders
and down along the skin, close tights which
ended at the knees coupled with white silk
stockings flowing into black satin pumps.
The matador was followed by his eight seconds. They were somewhat paunched, swaggering in gait, and in dress similar to that of the
matador, yet in distinctive colors of pale light
blues, greens, and purples. They suggested
attempted fame· which had been denied unromantically. Each succeeding matador and his
train were similar to the first. A man of prestige and glory followed by his worshipers
who were unable to attain their desires, yet
sheltering their acute failures in the attached
glory of the matador.
Upon circling the ring the colorful parade
dispersed behind the wooden barrier. The
crowd was silent, awaiting the entrance of the
bull. The governor, who presides over all
fights and awards an ear, hoof, or tail to the
matador if he is to be distinguished for his performance, gave the signal.
The thick wooden gate burst open, and into
the ring rushed the bull in thunderous pounding lurches, displaying all the annihilating brutality of his nature. In bulky lurchings ht
thundered at a forceful pace, stopping in a
skidding sprawl, then lunging in a new direction and attempting to discern in frustration
the meaning of his lone presence in the ring.
The crowd began to laugh at the bull' s oddity
of movement and bestial confusion.
Now the general sequence of the bull fight
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begin. The matador's seconds step from behind the small protruding barrier hitherto affording protection to the matador and his aids,
and begin to induce the bull to charge the red
capes shaken in defiance. This step is to enlighten the matador as to the peculiarities of
the bull's charge: whether it is a steady or
hooked charge. This is soon discerned in the
bull' s awkward lungings. Then the picadors
are led into the arena. Two men thickly padded, shod in iron leggings and shoes, on pad .
ded horses to afford some protection against
the bull's charging horns. The horses are 1eJ
into position near the edge of the wooden barrier because their heads have been covered,
rendering them ignorant of the murderous
presence of the bull. The bull is lured to the
first horse by the matador's seconds as the bull
is short sighted and cannot see the horse. In
focal distance the bull charges instinctively as
he has been schooled to charge an object attracting attention. A wrenching thrust is delivered into the bull's neck muscles by the point
of the picador's barbed pick. This is part of the
plan to weaken the animal's neck muscles and
cause the bull to drop his head, affording the
matador an opportunity for the final kill,
thrusting his sword between the shoulders of
the bull; if placed correctly the bull is killed
instantly and the number of attempts proves the
matador's ability. The second picador lands
his well-delivered pick and the two are led
from the ring.
In sequence the bandillero enters. He must
plunge two barbed sticks, bandilleros, into the
bull's neck, also weakening the muscles. This
is repeated twice. He must run straight at
the bull, deliver his weapon and leap free of
the bull. The courage and precision with
which this must be done closely equals that of
the matador delivering the "coup de grace."
Amid the welcoming ovation of the crowd
the matador entered. He must tire the bull
with a series of passes and then deliver the
death blow with the sword concealed behind
his cape. The skill, success, and proof of
greatness of a matador lies in his ability to
execute a series of passes forcing the bull to
charge, drawing him as close as possible with
each succeeding pass.
I watched.
I saw no meaning in this primitive brutality.
I had seen five bulls killed that afternoon and
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there were three more to be killed. There was
an art, a grace, and a perfection of execution,
yet I could not understand the meaning of this
brutal ritual. Five bulls had been killed in
routine perfection. The bulls had been so
brutally massacred by the picadors and bandilleros that these matadors had delivered their
swords with few preliminary passes and little
endangering of their lives. I had been disappointed. I had failed to see the universal
uniqueness.
Then it happened. The third matador was
gored twice in the groin. Cruel, bloody, brutal,
bestial.
He lay dying. Life slowly trickled into the
hoof-hardened dirt. His face became pale and
ghostly-lifeless. He did not move-to rest
eternally so. His satin gold dress was now
ripped and ragged, smeared and begrimed
with blood and dirt. There was no fame or
glory now.
The crowd suddenly became hushed in serious, still, hypnotic silence-a silence which
comes only with death . A million eyes stared
fixedly upon the prostrate form-once dignified, now grotesque ... Dignified because this
being was a matador, a being, who early in

youth pursued fame in the arena conquering
the brave bull amid the roar of the crowd .. . a
crowd eager to witness man conquering nature-the beast.
This matador had lived-eating, sleeping,
and digesting the thought of fame and glory.
His whole being surged with this obsession. He
would be a god-not a spiritual but a living
god. All Spanish people would worship him;
a man made in the image of God struggling
and surpassing nature: attempting to create
order in nature. Creating because he had been
given the powers in mind and body.
Yet the true meaning lies in the grotesque.
Death lay on the hard earth, and victory stood
pawing the hard earth, looking at death: death
the matador, victory the bull. Man's ordering
of nature thrown into chaos; God's own image
killed by an unthinking creature, created for
existence not creation. The beast in murderous brutal strength had crushed man, his thinking superior.
I think if one looked closely there was a
smile on the bull's face. A slow gentle smile
in animal recognition of the meaning of his
murderous deed.
At least I hope there was.
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Y(JUR FUTURE-Chemistry and Koppers?
IN

an age when most frontiers are
shrinking, there is one that is constantly growing-the frontier of the chemist.
This frontier has been pushed slowly
back ever since the days of the pioneer
18th and 19th Century chemists. Their
theories, proved in laboratories, were
made useful by the mechanical genius
of <'ngineers such as Heinrich Koppers,
designer of the modern chemical recovery coke oven. These early scientists
laid the foundation for the diversified
chemical industry that has grown so
rapidly in the 2oth Century.
And what are the results? An industry that has helped mankind by developing entirely new and better products
for more pleasant living; an industry
that has extended the life of man by
developing new or improved medicines :
an industry that has extended the
life of many materials, conserving our
natural resources.

Your future? It's going to be touched
by chemistry to an extent never dreamed
of by earlier college classes. That's why
a future in the chemical industry can be
such a rewarding one for those who are
not afraid of the challenge of responsibility, the new and the difficult.
In addition to chemicals and plastics,
Koppers produces tar products, metal
products, pressure-treated wood. It designs and builds coke, steel and chemical plants.
If you would like to know more about

a future in chemistry or engineering
with Koppers, contact your College
Placement Director. Or write Industrial
Relations Manager, Koppers Company,
Inc., Koppers Building, Pittsburgh 19,
Pennsylvania.
SEND FOR free 24·page
brochure entitled ''Your
Career at Koppers." Just
address your letter to In·
dustrial Relations Man·
ager, Koppers Company
Inc., Koppers Building
Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

Consider a Career with Koppers

KOPPERS
CHEMICALS & ENGINEERING

Once again, the Board of Editors is proud to present 'H KPITIKH, this time devoted! to
the inscrutables. We hope, in the future, to publish articles on music and arts as well as
literature in this section.
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Reading Gertrude Stein
is something of which today not enough is
done. Not enough is done because today as
many people laugh at Gertrude Stein as laugh
at Modern Painting or 12-tone music, and also
for the wrong reasons, yet although this is
something of the reason why not enough reading Gertrude Stein is done, it is not everything
of the reason. One can tell that it is not everything of the reason because although people
laugh at Modern Paintings and 12-tone compositions they also look at them and listen to
them, but they neither look at nor listen to
Gertrude Stein. Something more of the reason
is that it is fashionable to laugh at her but not
read her, and one must be fashionable.
Why it became fashionable is something I
do not know in the same manner as I do not
know why skirts are long one year and short
the next, but that it is fashionable I do know.
That it should not be I also do know and for
that reason I am writing this. Since that is the
reason I am writing this I will cease talking
about why reading Gertrude Stein is not done
and begin explaining why it should be done.
Reading Gertrude Stein is something of
which today more should be done by more
people. More people should read Gertrude
Stein for more reasons than they do and I will
name some of them.
Reading Gertrude Stein should be done by
people who read novels. That is perhaps most
of all. Most of the people who read novels
should read Three Lives because it is three
novels because it is three good novels because
it is the first three novels written today.
In Composition as Explanation Gertrude
Stein says that " . . . each generation has something different at which they are all looking."
Our generation is all looking at Hemingway,
Fitzgerald and others I mean our generation
here at college, and Hemingway, Fitzgerald

and others were looking at Gertrude Stein. For
that reason Three Lives is the first three novels
written today. I think that our generation had
ought to look where Hemingway, Fitzgerald
and others were looking to help us see Hemingway, Fitzgerald and others. But also we had
ought to look where they looked because what
they saw was good and it had not ought only
to be looked at, but had ought to be read.
Reading Gertrude Stein is something of
which one who has a sense of humor should
do. This is because Gertrude Stein was one
who had a sense of humor. In the Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas she says of Mildred Aldrich when that author of the last
century falls upon hard times that this is how
Mildred Aldrich was helped. "The Carnegie
Fund, approached by Kate Buss, sent five
hundred dollars, William Cook gave Gertrude
Stein a blank cheque to supply all deficiencies,
another friend of Mildred's from Providence
Rhode Island came forward generously and
the Atlantic Monthly started a fund. " Or as
another example there was once a quarrel between Gertrude Stein and the poet Ezra Pound
the results of which are printed in Th e Autobiography in this manner. "Gertrude Stein
did not want to see Ezra again. Ezra did not
see why. He met Gertrude Stein one day near
the Luxembourg Gardens and said, but I do
want to come to see you. I am so sorry,
answered Gertrude Stein, but Miss Toklas has
a bad tooth and besides we are busy picking
wild flowers ."
Reading Gertrude Stein is something which
is seldom done by philosophers who are interested in aesthetics. I suggest that they do it
more often, that they do it for instance to
What Makes a Masterpiece and Wh y thet·e
are so Few of Th em, but other things as well.
In this essay and other things as well Gertrude
Stein develops a comprehensive aesthetic which
is a good aesthetic which is an aesthetic that
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co-ordinates several other aesthetics and intergrates something else. It is an aesthetic of the
immediate.
Reading Gertrude Stein is something that
should be done by people who read Henry
James because she does what he does only she
does more of it and when he stops she does
not. Even more than being like Henry James
though, Gertrude Stein is like the opening
chapter of the Book of John in the New Testament. Gertrude Stein's poetry her Portrait of
Picasso for example is like the opening chapter
of the Book of John, that is her early poetry
much more than her later poetry. Gertrude
Stein's poetry is also rather like the lumpists or
rather, they are like her poetry and they like
her poetry.
Reading Gertrude Stein's poetry is something
which is very difficult sometimes, but not all
times. Her Portrait of Cezanne is very good
and rhymes and has meter and is not as difficult
as her later poetry which is very difficult indeed. Indeed it is very difficult. It is not so
very difficult if it is read aloud, but it is not so
very easy either. Reading Gertrude Stein's
poetry should be done only by those who read
poetry very much, or those who don't and do
are liable to laugh for the wrong reasons or
else be merely puzzled.
Reading Gertrude Stein should be done by
those who read by those who like people by
those who look at paintings by critics and by
those who are going to write. Reading Gertrude Stein should be done especially by thos~
who are going to write. Hemingway was looking at Gertrude Stein when he wrote the first
paragraph of A Farewell to Arms and it was
good.
Reading Gertrude Stein is as simple as this
essay if one starts with Wars I have Seen,
Three Lives, The Autobiography of Alice B.
T oklas, The Making of Ame,-icans, or the lectures. Reading Gertrude Stein is much more
much more much more difficult if one starts
with the operas the plays or the poems. T endet·
Buttons is still a closed book, although I have
read it, to me and I may never read it again
no matter how good it is supposed to be. No
matter how good it is or is supposed to be I do
not understand it and that is all.
Reading Gertrude Stein is something of
which tomorrow much more will be done. The
Autobiog,-aphy will have the importance to the
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future of Pepys' diaries of Boswell's Life of
any work that shows more of an age than anything else could or can. Wars I have Seen is
also going to be read for it is also an age put
on paper. Not that these books are only that
for they are works of art, but they will be important for sure as books that tell, even if
they are not works of art. Gertrude Stein also
wrote works of art that do not tell and I believe that they will be read tomorrow, but I
know that the portraits of an age will be read
tomorrow. But that is tomorrow.
Reading Gertrude Stein is something of
which today not enough is done.
Bryan Bunch

e. e. cumm'tngs
The discovery that Edward Estlin Cummings
was once designated as "Mr. Lower-Case Highbrow," brings clearly into focus the seemingly
sympathetic yet often vicious criticism to which
his writing has been subjected. It has been
said that Cummings ". . . does not believe in
the dignity of the individual . .. he is childish
in denying reality ... and, that for nearly two
decades, he has been trying to resign from the
human race, or, more exactly, to deny humanity to all but himself and a few others." This
man, however, has also been termed "a fine
lyric poet and social satirist," possessed of
" .. . clear, child-like perception, candor, clean
vision, delicate shyness and sensitivity ... as he
plays with colors and shapes delightfully, idiomizing his convictions very well."
Controversial and contemporary, what better
material might be found for an attempted
evaluation now, two years after the publication
of his Collected Poems, affording us a temporal
point of reference from which to discuss, at
least with a degree of objectivity, his writings?
To begin with, Cummings answers the
charge of "exaggerated individualism" (an interesting comment considering the second of
the aforementioned negative opinions), in the
introduction to his Collected Poems. He here
defines "mostpeople," those to whom I suppose
it might be said he "trys to deny humanity,"
and a finely controlled use of his fascinating
typographical innovations renders the section
extremely effective:
Life,for mostpeople,simply isn't. Take
the socalled standardofliving. What do
mostpeople mean by "living"? They don't
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mean living. They mean the latest and
closest plural approximation to singular
prenatal passivity which science,in its finite
but unbounded wisdom,has succeeded in
selling their wives.
Is it any wonder that anyone, and above all
he who has so well conceived the sphere of
existence (not Life), of this frighteningly
large and well-rooted group of persons, would
refuse to be considered one of them? Indeed,
it is this very refusal to be classified, categorized, or grouped himself, and a raging fury
at any generalization concerning human beings,
that are the motivating themes of his two prose
works, The Enot mous Room and Eimi.
In the first of these works, a partial autobiography concerning three months spent in
the French prison camp, La Ferte Mace, during
the First World War, one can see many strains
of the mature Cummings struggling for
effective expression. His satire and his sincerity
combine to achieve a masterfully executed and
charmingly artistic denunciation of War, the
first in its ancient and amusing way, and the
second in the author's humanity-shaming
description of such a gloriously bloody phenomenon in relationship to the individual. Cummings' desperate and exultant celebration of
the individual with reference to this book was
clearly defined by him in one of six "nonlectures" given in 1952 and 1953 as a result of
being awarded the Charles Eliot Norton Professorship at Harvard. He writes :
When this book wrote itself,! was observing a negligible portion of something incredibly more distant than any sun;something more unimaginably huge than the
most prodigious of all universesNamely?
The Individual.
Concerning the second prose work, Eimi, it
should first be observed that the Greek word
"eimi" means "am", the fiHt person singulat
of the verb of being. Eimi is essentially a highly
subjective chronicle of Cummings' tour of communist Russia, and the very title cries defiantly
that man must always be treated as 'T', or perhaps "he" , but never as "they". The fanatic
Russians of Eimi, demanding what they have
not got in a manner in which they can never
attain it; denying the importance, intelligence,
and even the normal animal instincts of their
fellow " unmen", as I thing Cummings might

describe them, depress, disillusion and terrify
him. Here are leaders who realize the "mostpeopleness" of their herds, and who are striving to intensify it. From an artistic and intimately human viewpoint, we have in Eimi an
extremely effective denunciation of Commumsm.
The first appearance of Cummings' verse
was in a thin volume entitled Tulips and
Chimneys, published in 1923. Stanzas like :
All in green went my love riding
on a great horse of gold
into the silver dawn
clearly illustrate Cummings' choice of the sensual rather than the pseudo-intellectual, of intimate Feeling rather than impersonal consideration, which was later formulated into the
allegorical struggle between characters symbolizing understanding and knowledge in the
deceptively gay pages of Santa Claus, a play
published in 1946. I must immediately add,
however, that Cummings' emphasis is in no
way restricted to the sensual; the intellectual,
the spiritual, the obvious, and the obscure are
all examined, interpreted, expressed, and communicated. Cummings deals in extremes of
feeling and of form, and at times his fascination
with speech-rhythms and life-rhythms, and his
novel and often unfairly subjective re-interpretations of words and phrases, cause true communication to bog down in mere cleverness
and angry biological dissection of images. But
seldom does the intense and vital "caring-for"
~s well as "caring-about" on the part of the
poet fail to excite the reader.
Sex and the sex act in this first book of verse
are initially treated with a gleeful enjoyment
of the physical experience alone, and later as
the finest and most delicate expression of physical activity in life. In &, a volume of poems
published in 1925, his phallic symbolism increases unashamedly, though nowhere in his
single poems does it reach the intensity it attains in the play him, which appeared in 1927.
In this work, after long, confusingly simple,
extremely amusing and eminently phallic struggles, Cummings successfuly resolves the marriage of Art (him) and Life (me) . As Eric
Bentley interprets it, "The sacred marriage of
Art and Life ends emotional and artistic
sterility. "
This theme, the necessity not only of a truce
or even a mutual acceptance between Art and
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Life, but rather their mutual love, also sings
through many of Cummings' poems. What a
denunciation of what "mostpeople" have done
to Art and Life and thereby made of reality is
contained in these four short lines:
three wealthy sisters swore they'd never
part:
Soul was (i understand)
seduced by Life;whose brother married
Heart,
now Mrs. Death. Poor Mind
Here is the seduction of the Soul and the negation of the Heart by "mostpeople's" misconceptions of Life and Death. As for Mind,
without her two sisters she cannot hope to
bring to mankind the trio's great wealth, and
she becomes the shallow, threatening knowledge of Santa Claus.
Cummings' hate for the constricting, restrictive concepts defined by conditional words
of action is stated emphatically in &, as well as
in his later volume No Thanks, published in
1935. In the latter work he states with derisive
leanness:
most(people
simply
can't)
won't(most
parent people mustn't
shouldn't) most daren't
And another of his basic convictions, concerning the necessity of the practicing of the right
to be different, and the horrifying danger of
conformity is strikingly illustrated in the lines:
but only sameness is normal
in Ever-Ever land
and later:
that someone called they
made him pay with his now
summing up with wondrous simplicity, in this
case, the entire meaning of Anderson's Winesburg, Ohio.
Cummings is not all message, not all demanding lesson, not all derisive comment.
Most of his lyrics are exquisite, his capsule
portraits of fellow writers are hilarious, and
his manipulation of form is often little short
of fantastic-witness a particularly effective
and impeccable sonnet beginning:
"kitty". sixteen, 5'1", white, prostitute.
And finally, his sensitivity to the rhythms of
life and his ability to transfer them to the
printed page is sharply shown in the follow-

ing lines as the finality of the capital "S" completely terminates the painful process of the
death-rattle of the phonograph, which is itself
so succinctly bound up in one little comma.
pho
nographisrunn
ingd o w, n
phonograph
stopS
Cummings, I believe, has often felt the
"white and terrible anger of the excessively
shy", and has accepted unconditionally the
"sense of isolation which must result from his
integrity." After all, in more of his own
words, "Works of art are things of an infinite
loneliness ... " He has mocked, pleaded, taunted, sympathized, insulted, and soothed, always
defying a lethargic acceptance of a traditional
acceptance of Life when that tradition is static.
He has not succeeded in his "mission;" one
man never shall, but he has not surrendered to
despair or bitterness. I say, with William
Saroyan, "First, there's nobody like him and
too few a little like him, and there ought to be
many."
-Remington Rose

An Appreciation of
Ezra Pound
Genius seldom comes along on the American literary scene. And when it does it is
kicked about, humiliated, misunderstood, and
eventually recognized by a "name" who pronounces it "genius." Moreover, American
genius seems to come in two genres: the first,
and most frequent, is doled out in small portions by its creator, in coffee spoons if you
like, used safely and economically, and then
carefully put away for another day. It is savored and swished around in the palates of
reviewers, like a rare vintage wine; it is discussed soberly and sanely, without emotion (or
with unemotion), and is subsequently revealed:
"to contain ... more than ... great merit. It
is .. . genius."
T S. Eliot has this type of genius.
The other kind of American literary genius
is the Thomas Wolfe kind: bombastic, prodigious, extravagant, and immensely sensitive.
And Thomas Wolfe was a genius, make no
mistake about that; Look Homeward, Angel
proves it. But Mr. Wolfe was also a wastrel
and a squanderer of all that talent, and an al-
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most unbelievably poor judge of his own work:
Of Time And The River proves that.
Edgar Allan Poe, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and
Mark Twain were also geniuses of a strictly
American character, and all three fit in somewhere between Eliot and Wolfe.
Ezra Loomis Pound was also a genius of a
strictly American character. He was born in
the vastness of Idaho, taught at Hamilton College for a time, and eventually migrated to
Europe in 1909. He was the progenitor of
Eliot and Hemingway, and the contemporary
of Mr. Yeats. He lived in London, moved to
Paris, and eventually settled in Rapallo, Italy,
where he wrote most of the remarkable Cantos.
He was a poet, critic, political economist,
and musician, all to varying degrees. He was
the literary conscience of many a budding poet
(Eliot), and a lifelong foe of banality and the
literary castration which he felt was enveloping
the United States. He said, in 1914,
" ... in the United States .. . well,
platitudes are popular, and a
sycophantic colonialism is not
yet banished from the highways
and byways of American taste."
If Pound has a tight to "genius," which
this author thinks he has, it might best be expressed by Carl Sandburg who wrote in the
early part of the century: " .. . he is any symbol
of the isolate, contemplative spirit of a man
unafraid and searching. He is worth having."
And it might be more · concretely expressed
by T. S. Eliot: "Ezra Pound is the most important poet now writing in the English language."
Ezra Pound was (and is) unique among
American authors in that he sought a "universal. " His grand Idea was the eventual
codification of all the great literatures: Greek,
European, and in particular those of the orient:
Japan and China, and also the Middle East. He
desired to devise a system, or a theory of knowledge, taking the best, or more accurately the
most significant wisdom from them.
He sought not to deal with particulars, or
one viewpoint, but he wanted the end product
of all great knowledge of all cultures, to use
as a basis for the amelioration of the arts. He
was most intimately concerned with the present
low status of the artist in our society, and was
most overtly outspoken against the apparent
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stifling of creation. If he can be called an intellectual snob, it is only in the sense that he
had no use for the dull or stupid or unaware.
Some have said that Pound was more interested in the glorification of the artist, qua artist,
than the people to whom the art was directed,
or the eventual effect of what the artist produces. It is true that he had no immediate
concern for the public, but his eventual end in
the glorification of the artist was so that the
public could be exposed to aesthetics and-or
knowledge, most specifically his "universal."
Insofar as the general public is concerned,
Pound had a persistent feeling that mediocrity
only bred mediocrity and thus the mass should
not be considered in a genuine creative work.
Whitman's old saw: " to have great poets, we
must have great audiences too," was termed
by Pound categorical nonsense and he was
probably right. In this sense, Pound believes
that creativity begins with the artist and should
be expressed freely and unabashedly, with little regard given to the "audience." Furthermore, Pound felt that nations helped stifle
what little artistic appreciation the common
man did possess. He felt that nations corrupted the average citizen in his quest for
beauty (and in Pound's mind it is to be supposed there is a question whether or not the
average citizen sought beauty) rather than encouraged it, or more fruitfully , educated it.
His humanism, such as it was, is expressed in
this passage written in 1915:
" ... humanity is the rich effluvium.
It is the waste and the manure and
the soil, and from it grows the tree
of the arts. "
II

Ezra Pound's poetry, as such, was staggering.
He ranged from the early poems, as comprehensible as Mother Goose, to the later Pisan
Cantos (1948) which have never been understood in their entirety.
The bulk of his verse combines to make the
Cantos (now over 95 in number) which were
begun in 1917 and are still being written. In
the Cantos, Pound deals with such diverse
subjects as usury, beauty, American history,
the sex act, and Plato, not to mention a section devoted to 15th and 16th century renaissance history in modern verse, with "modern"
characters.

'H KPITIKH
Pound wrote of beauty as a "brief gasp between cliches", and that same description
might be applied to the Cantos. But when the
beauty shines through it astounds the reader
as no other poet "now writing in English."
Pound's poetry is perhaps so difficult because it is constantly striving toward the "universal"-in the sense that Plato's idea of the
Good is universal, and Pound would not appreciate the comparison. But the reason for
the difficulty in comprehension is again that
he is looking for a scheme, a methodology by
which to codify the arts. Pound is himself a
Roman, magnanimous; an Oriental, contemplative; a European, emotional; and an American, restless. He is all of these things, and
some think the best elements of them all.
The Cantos, collectively Pound's acknowledged masterpiece, have been widely quoted
and discussed, so perhaps it would not be improper to quote from his early work, most
notably the Poett·y magazine period from 19121918, when he was "foreign correspondent"
for that magazine.
It is possible in the course of this essay that
an undue stress has been put on what Pound
had to "say. " From the standpoint of poetry,
as distinguished from prose, Pound's imagery
and lyricism were nearly flawless.
His lyricism reflected in the six words:
". . . split by a tame small stream,"
or the imagery of:
" ... in delicate, opulent silence." or,
"hard, Sophoclean light."
or the sensuousness of:
"Dawn enters with little feet
like a gilded Pavlova
And I am near my desire.
Nor has life in it aught better
than this hour of clear coolness,
the hour of waking together."
or the suggestive,
". . . she, yawning a little as she came
in the room
with the sleep still upon her."
or the descriptive,
"her boredom is exquisite and excessive."
Pound has also made innumerable translations, the most notable of which was in collaboration with Ernest Fenelloza, a volume of
Chinese poetry entitled Cathay. As it now is
generally conceded, Fenelloza did most of the
translating and Pound the rewriting. But
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what appears is certainly some of the most
powerful modern verse in print. Pound is at
present translating The Analects of ConfuCIUS.

Some critics believe Pound is at his best in
the field of literary criticism. When he was
writing for the "little magazines" (Poetry,
Blast, etc.) he did some of his most effective
work. On the subject of critics and criticism
he said:
"My opinion of critics is:
the best are those who actually cause an
amelioration in the art they criticise.
"The next best are those who focus
attention on the best that is written.
"And the pestilential vermin are those
who distract attention from the best,
either to the second rate, or to their own
critical writings."
But if his early work was some of his best
in the field of criticism, his later efforts have
produced his worst. In A Guide To Kulchur,
published in 1938, where he attempted to set
down "everything I believe in" he reached a
high point in obscurity, and what would seem
to be deliberate double talk. A Guide To Kulchur, as with many of his other works, received
high praise and abject damnation from critics.

III
But what of Pound's "genius?" How does
he compare with Poe? with Wolfe? with Eliot?
The answer, of course, is that he does not
compare with Poe, Wolfe, or Eliot any more
than Shakespeare compares with the Renaissance, as an important comparison: First of
all, Pound seems to be a cut above the usual
transient figures in American literature: he is
concerned with something ·important, other
than plot and effect (Poe) or magnitude and
human psychology (Wolfe), or simply the
precious imagery of T. S. Eliot.
Pound is interested in securing a place for
the artist in a free and creative society; and,
more important, once that place is secured, giving the artist an opportunity to improve the
society through the idea of the marriage of
cultures. And it is for that reason, I suppose,
that he wrote in 1914:
"Come, let us speak of perfection,
we shall get ourselves rather disliked."
-Ward Swift Just

CHARIVARI
So now it's time for more editorializing on
policy. Rest assured, this is not a feature
which, like the art section, free of the restrictive necessity of illustrating, and 'H KPITIKH,
which we wish to continue, even as a part of the
melange of "Charivari," but this time there is
something which really ought to be said, and
which is partially implied in what already herein has been said, believe it or not. The
"REVIEW" is not a magazine interested in
"the art," that being the art of strained poetry
and desperately symbolic prose. It is a magazine interested in "the arts," they being just
what they have always been. It would seem
that from the undergraduate point-of-reference,
"creative" thinking and writing has been arbitrarily and inaccurately re-defined to the exclusion of the autobiographical essay, the social
commentary, the literary critique, and the nonfiction composition of all kinds. Indeed, "why
not a wider range of subjects: on music,
drama, political issues, on the humanities in
.
general ?"
Why not? Well, to be vulgar, because such
pieces have yet to be turned in. It is extremely
unlikely that no one on this campus cares
enough about something to write out his convictions. It is frighteningly likely, however,
that few on this campus have not, unjustly, decided the "Review" is not concerned with what
concerns them. Oh, for a logical, defendable,
grammatically correct (although that can be
taken care of), paper on ethics or aesthetics!
Oh, for an intelligent and, if possible, slightly
witty evaluation of the Hungarian crisis! Oh,
for a critical study of architecture, the dance,
or even the Chapel credit system!
Admittedly the "Review" is primarily concerned with creative writing per se as opposed
to creative writing about something. "Primarily" however, is not synonymous with "exclusively." In the future we are planning at
least a Renaissance section of one of this year's
issues, at the most (and we think best) a complete Renaissance issue. Such a publication

would, of necessity, include essays on things
Renaissance-ish, comparisons of today's values
with those of the Renaissance, poems about
Renaissance subjects, Renaissancy drawings,
and perhaps an historical novelette about the
Renaissance! Having repeated the theme of
this project seven times in the last two
sentences, we pray that you remember it. If
you have nothing to write about now then
write about - the Renaissance - in as many
different ways as you can or however you can,
best.
The Review's interest, concern, and contents
are limited not by its policy but by yours. It
is a magazine " for, of, and by the students and
faculty of Trinity College." You made us
what we are today; we hope you're satisfied.
We do not hope for letters to the editor. They
can be written still sitting on one's big fat
apathy. What we want is enough varied material to be able to select forty-eight pages of
fine writing from innumerable fields , four
times a year. Artistic creation has been termed
"bringing order out of chaos. " We in our
Board meetings and, it would seem, all of us
'neath the elms, lack even chaos.

R. E. R.
The next issue of the Review will be entirely
or, at least, partially devoted to the Renaissance in Europe. We look forward to printing
short stories, poetry, 'H KPITIKH, art work,
and essays about the Renaissance. We will
print things in the style of the Renaissance and
we will print modern things about the Renaissance. We may also print things which have
nothing to do with the Renaissance. In any
case, we urge you, the student body, faculty,
and friends of Trinity, to write for this issue.
And while we are on the subject of you , we
would like to say that we, the Board of Editors
of the Review, are gratified at the splendid
turnout of good manuscripts for the present
issue. We regret that we were not able to print
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some of them. On the other hand, we are
pleased that we did not have to print others
of them. For those who were rejected, however, there was a rejection slip, a friendly note,
and an A for Affort.
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Albeit largely a traditional sort of organization, the REVIEW, every once in a while, does
something new. This year, for example, we
are starting a new lecture series to be entitled,
appropriately enough, the Review Lecture
Series. Like the Moore Greek Lecture and
Christmas our little lecture comes only once a
year, and so you had better savour it when it
is here.
This year the REVIEW lecturer (or should
one say lectureuse) is Miss Marianne Moore,
known to literati as this country's foremost lady
poet and to New Yorker readers (a sub-class of
the genus literati) as the subject of a recent profile. Although Miss Moore is familiar to 'most
readers of anthologies for having once admitted that she, too, dislikes poetry (politicians
may dislike politics, soldiers may abhor war,
why not poets, poetry?), her work, to use some
of her own words, "is an enchanting thing, is
an enchanted thing," and we are certain will
delight both the ears and minds of Trinity.
Miss Moore is expected to arrive on April
16. She will read several of her poems and
perhaps talk a little in between them, if we
are to take a hint from her volumes of verse,
which all have footnotes in the back. Dr.
Morse will no doubt be on hand to introduce
her. You are also invited.
Rumor has it, by the bye, that next year's
board is already going to work on E. B. White.
We wish them good luck.
B. H. B.

f. k/.
whatafreshmanshouldbe
the world so free
out of the cage
like john halls bee
or bunchs rage
we come to be
o trinity
as free
as justs creation
what solmssens zeus
should think( ,) abstruse
the ombu moves
whitney approves
dmitri reigns
and quickly wanes
abstractions slope
beneath our scope
but do we care
ok WSJ
we dont give a damn

R. P. H .
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